In 2008, we wrote about WebTables, an effort to exploit the large and diverse set of structured databases casually published online in the form of HTML tables. The past decade has seen a flurry of research and commercial activities around the WebTables project itself, as well as the broad topic of informal online structured data. In this paper, we 1 will review the WebTables project, and try to place it in the broader context of the decade of work that followed. We will also show how the progress over the past ten years sets up an exciting agenda for the future, and will draw upon many corners of the data management community.
INTRODUCTION
In 2008, the Web had been traditionally modelled as a corpus of unstructured documents. Some structure was imposed by hierarchical URL names and the hyperlink graph, but the basic unit for reading or processing was the unstructured document itself. That is mostly still true in 2018. However, Web documents often contain large amounts of relational data. For example, the Web page shown in Figure 1 (from the original paper [7] ) contains a table that lists 1 One of the things that has made the WebTables project exciting is its long lifespan: the project began in 2007, and is still ongoing. The authors of this paper took an especially large role in WebTables, but not everyone who worked on the project is an author of this paper or even necessarily known to us. We are very grateful to everyone who has contributed over the years. American presidents. The table has four columns, each with a domain-specific label and type (e.g., President is a person name, Term as President is a date range, etc) and there is a tuple of data for each row. This Web page essentially contains a small relational database, even if it lacks the explicit metadata traditionally associated with a database.
The goal of the original WebTables paper [7] was to automatically detect these "database-like" HTML tables, use them to construct the largest corpus of databases to date, and then build novel applications out of the resulting corpus. We extracted 14.1B HTML tables from Google's generalpurpose web crawl, and then used a trained classifier to identify the estimated 154M tables that were database-like. The percentage of raw tables that described databases was small -about 1.1% -but the number of raw tables was so large that the resulting corpus of databases was still larger than any previously-known collection, by at least five orders of magnitude. The paper described how we constructed the corpus, and described a number of novel applications that the corpus enabled.
The WebTables work at Google was very exciting because it combined the Web's enormous scale and topical reach with questions that have been traditionally associated with relational databases, such as how to understand and recover schema information. However, we did not imagine the many positive events that would follow. Many subsequent research papers, from both academia and industry, improved the original extraction methods, then applied the resulting datasets to novel problems such as attribute discovery and entity extension. There was also industrial software engineering effort -most notably at Google and Microsoftthat built real products similar to the use cases described in the original WebTables paper, as well as entirely novel ones.
However, we also believe there are still tremendous opportunities around extracting and manipulating structured data on the Web. Indeed, we think the next decade holds even more promise for WebTables-style work than the last.
In this paper, we will offer a brief summary of the original WebTables work, and attempt to describe and organize much of the intellectual work that followed. We will also describe the practical engineering efforts that were necessary to turn the WebTables vision into real products. Finally, we will sketch a vision of what we believe are open opportunities around WebTables-like work, both in the intellectual sphere and the practical engineering one.
WebTables: A Brief Recap
In this section we provide a short overview of the original WebTables paper [7] and its core contributions.
Extraction and Data Model
We collected roughly 14.1 billion HTML tables from the Google search web crawl, and applied a trained is-relational classifier to identify the tables as relational or non-relational. The relational label is somewhat informal, defined driven by human judgmements: the human judges wanted tables where rows clearly represent separate tuple-like objects, and columns represent different dimensions of each tuple. Extraction details were described in Cafarella, et al. [8] .
A "header row" of attribute labels at the top of the table is optional, but if recovered offers a small amount of schema-like information about the extracted data table. We trained a second classifier to detect this header row. Of course the schema information is extremely informal, and even if recovered is not very expressive. For example, even attribute typing information is not explicit, and many traditional relational schema elements such as key constraints are missing.
We applied the is-relational classifier to the collection of raw HTML tables and obtained a corpus R of databases (where the classifier returned a verdict of relational). Each database consists of a single relation. For each relation R ∈ R, we have:
• The url and page offset where R was recovered; these uniquely identify R.
• The header row, or "schema" RS , which is an ordered list of attribute labels. For example, the • A list of tuples, RT . A tuple t is a list of data strings. The size of a tuple t is always |RS |, though one or more elements of t may be empty strings.
Schema Statistics
Extracting a large collection of database-like tables and their relational attribute labels allowed us to build the attribute correlation statistics database, or ACSDb. It contains statistics about general WebTables schema use.
The ACSDb listed each unique schema S found in the set of all RS , along with a count that indicates how many relations contain the given S. We assume two schemas are identical if they have the same set of attributes (regardless of order). The ACSDb A is a set of pairs of the form (S, c), where S is a schema of a relation in R, and c is the number of relations in R that have the schema S. We only count one schema per internet domain name, to prevent a single site with many similar pages from swamping the counts.
The resulting ACSDb contained 5.4M unique attribute labels, and 2.6M unique schemas. Unsuprisingly, a relatively small number of schemas appear very frequently, while most schemas are rare.
The ACSDb was simple, but critically allowed us to compute the probability of seeing various attributes in a schema. For example, p(address) is simply the sum of all counts c for pairs whose schema contains address, divided by the total sum of all counts. We can also detect relationships between attribute names by conditioning an attribute's probability on the presence of a second attribute. For example, we could compute p(address|name) by counting all the schemas in which "address" appears along with "name", and normalizing by the counts for seeing "name" alone.
Applications
We used this corpus of databases to build several applications. The first was a simple keyword search tool: it would take a user's search query as input, and return a ranked list of WebTables-derived databases to answer the query. Our initial paper used "city population" as an example query. Subsequent work at Google deployed this idea in the core search engine; Figure 2 shows that query from the original paper's screenshot, and that same query on the Google search engine of today.
We also built several applications on top of the ACSDb. Two of the most interesting are schema autocomplete and attribute synonym finding.
The schema autocomplete tool helped database designers build a schema, by suggesting the most-likely next attributes to add to a schema. For example, if the designer inputs the attribute stock-symbol, the ACSDb-powered schema auto-complete tool will suggest company, rank, and sales as additional attributes. This tool worked by using ACSDb statistics to find the most probable attributes, conditioned on seeing attributes the designer has already entered.
The attribute synonym finding tool automatically computed pairs of schema attributes that seem to be used synonymously in the WebTables corpus. For example, the tool could find that hr and home run are used synonymously when representing baseball data, even though this would be an extremely unlikely pair of words to find in a traditional thesaurus or other linguistic resource. This tool worked by identifying pairs of attribute labels where (1) the labels never appeared together in the same WebTables schema, and (2) the labels frequently share similar co-attributes, among other sources of evidence. 
Previous Work
In 2008, WebTables was not the first effort to identify databases from HTML tables. Other systems [10, 37, 41] , especially that of Gatterbauer, et al. [18] , had tried a number of interesting approaches for extracting databases from HTML pages. WebTables was the first system we know of to obtain a database corpus at its scale.
Keyword search over structured data was a known problem in the database literature, but tended to focus on returning tuples from a single large database, as with the DBXplorer [2] and DISCOVER [22] projects. Keyword-driven web search engines sometimes returned structured results, but were usually limited to a tiny number of domains, such as weather. In 2008, most other access paths for popular consumption of structured data, such as mobile device app stores and voice assistants, did not yet exist.
A DECADE OF RESEARCH
The WebTables project was one example of research into online structured data -a long-lasting line of intellectual and engineering work that includes Semantic Web [4] , Web of Linked Data [5] , and many other projects. However, dedicated research into Web-embedded data tables per se has became quite popular in the last decade.
Extraction
One early direction was to extend table extraction beyond HTML tags. The original paper focused on identifying very conventional tables of data, with attribute-oriented columns and tuple-oriented rows. However, relational data are also encoded as attribute-value pairs in the form of vertical tables (e.g., Wikipedia infoboxes), or as entries in lists [16, 13] . For example, a list of cartoons may have entries such as "Duck Amuck (Warner Bros./1953)". This string encodes a structured record containing the title, the producer, and the release year. Elmeleegy et al. [16] introduced a pipeline that splits individual list entries into candidate rows, performs attribute column alignment across rows, and finally refines the table to address inconsistencies.
Chu et al. [13] further introduced syntactic and semantic coherence measures for list extraction, and learned semantic coherence measures by leveraging column co-occurence statistics from existing web tables. Several researchers produced web tables from the public Common Crawl [1, 24, 15] , thereby making them available to a broad audience outside the large Web companies. Wang, et al. [36] improved extraction quality by leveraging curated knowledge bases.
Table Search
Table Search was a core and exciting potential application in the WebTables paper, and it is not surprising that it attracted substantial research attention.
In general, keyword-based table search ranks extracted tables based on a combination of cell contents, attribute names, and surrounding text (e.g., page title). However, this approach may not be sufficient for several important classes of search queries, encountered by Chakrabarti, et al. when deploying a web table service on the Bing search engine [9] . One is row-subset queries, which only request a subset of rows in a larger table. For example, the query "largest software companies in USA" may only match a table of large software companies, and must be filtered to the subset of USA rows. Another is entity-attribute queries, such as "aberdeen population", which match some keywords to entities ("aberdeen") and other keywords to attribute names ("population").
Another way to navigate a set of tables is via column search. This method does not use keywords, except perhaps in the initial user interaction. Instead, users begin with an "initial table," then navigate through a "concept space" of tables that would be good join candidates for the original. Different methods built this space using knowledge bases [17] , isA databases [32] , or crowd sourcing [17] .
Table Enhancement
In several "table enhancement" projects, the user submits a query table to the system, which then attempts to "complete" it by filling in attribute values, recommending novel attributes, or adding more entities of the same type.
Several operators have been proposed for specific types of table enhancement tasks [6, 39, 43] . In Augmentation by attribute name (ABA) (also called EXTEND() in [6] ), the system fills in attribute values given an explicit user-provided attribute. In augmentation by example (ABE), the system fills in attribute values given other examples of desired attribute values (but no attribute name). The Attribute Discovery (AD) operator recommends important attributes given a list of entity names.
Cafarella, et al. [6] initially implemented EXTEND() with a combination of schema matching and search engine results to find candidate completion values from extracted data tables. InfoGather [39] observed that precision and coverage of the filled-in values can be improved by exploiting indirect match tables that are a "hop away" from the original query table. This method was used to implement ABA, ABE, and AD. The follow-on InfoGather+ [43] system ensured that the web tables used for EXTEND() contained attributes were semantically consistent. For instance, extending a table of companies with "revenue" should not draw from columns with names such as "2010 revenue", "2011 revenue", and "revenue (euros)" even though they are textually quite similar to the original attribute name.
Another example of table enhancement is fact lookup, in which the query table contains a single entity and single attribute, and the goal is to retrieve the attribute value (the fact). To answer such queries, FACTO [40] identified web pages about individual entities (e.g., a wikipedia page about Barack Obama), then found attribute-value tables from the relevant pages, and finally retrieved answers from them.
Concept expansion takes as input a high level concept (e.g., rock stars) and an example list of entities within the concept (e.g., freddy mercury, yoshiki, and prince) and expands the set of entities within the concept. Wang, et al. [34] identified possible source-data web tables for this task by examining the surrounding text (e.g., table captions), and employing only exclusive tables to avoid semantic drift. The user-provided examples serve to seed this iterative process. Chen, et al. attempted to solve a similar task, with a system tailored for long-tail infrequently-observed items [11] .
One important aspect of table improvement is to improve the quality of table-contained data. Along this line, Wang et. al. [35] proposed a framework based on functional dependencies (FDs). Unlike in traditional database design, where FDs are specified as statements of truth about all possible instances of the database; in web environment, FDs are not specified over the data tables. Instead, FDs are extended with probabilities to capture their inherent uncertainty, and are generated using counting-based algorithms over many data sources. These probabilistic FDs can improve data and schema quality by (1) pinpointing dirty data sources and (2) normalizing large mediated schemas.
Many of the above techniques fundamentally leverage relationships among columns, rows, and tables, often with a machine learning component. Limaye, et al. [25] studied how to annotate web tables with the presence of entities in cells, attribute types and concepts; and the presence of relationships between attributes. They used a graphical model that jointly learns these annotations within a single model, and leverages the YAGO [31] knowledge base as a source of attribute concepts and entities. Pimplikar, et al. [27] employed a similar joint-labeling technique by modeling table enhancement as a graphical model.
The relationship between tables can be further leveraged to synthesize tables that are the results of combining multiple related tables and thereby generating data tables that are not present anywhere on the Web. Ling, et al. [26] explored how tables with the same semantics can be discovered and vertically combined into a table with a more complete set of rows. Das Sarma, et al. [30] looked at tables that share core identifying attributes and yet complement each other on other attributes; these therefore can be horizontally combined to provide a table with a more complete set of columns.
MAKING SOME REAL IMPACT
The publication of the initial WebTables paper inspired a long line of product work at both Google and Microsoft. At Google, as described by Balakrishnan, et al. [3] , this included efforts to bring the core WebTables machinery up to production quality, integrating pieces of the original WebTables application vision into existing products, and launching novel WebTables-driven applications, such as Tables in Featured Snippets and Structured Snippets. At Microsoft, the team embarked on its own web tables effort, which became part of several interesting products. This section will mostly focus on efforts at Google with some overview of efforts at Microsoft in Section 3.6.
Production Corpus Construction
Extracting High Quality Tables: Subsequent engineering work used the same basic scan-and-classify architecture as the original WebTables paper, with a few important additions:
• The extractor used simple filtering rules that are written by hand to identify a huge number of nonrelational HTML tables, such as degeneratively small ones, calendars, and tables-of-contents. These simple rules are effective at dramatically shifting the class imbalance of the is-relational task. Instead of 99 nonrelational tables for each relational one, the ratio is more like 9 to 1, making a trained classifier much easier to build.
• The system aimed to additionally obtain vertical tables -that is, lists of attribute/value pairs, often seen in Wikipedia infoboxes. This entire class of tables were not considered as useful as horizontal tables originally, but their inclusion proved to be crucial for some applications.
• The team designed and implemented machine learning classifiers to make predictions on is-relationalvertical and is-relational-horizontal.
Recovering • Subject-column discovery: Researchers observed that over 75% of the tables in the extracted WebTables corpus contained a subject-like column that describes the main entities of the table, while other columns describe properties of these entities. For example, the table in Figure 3 describes literacy rates in UN-listed countries, and contains a subject column of Country. The team developed a high-quality classifier to identify subject columns. Interestingly, unlike the primary keys in relational databases, the subject column in a Web table may not be a key of the table, and may contain duplicate values.
• Column class-label annotation: Many WebTables' columns contain values drawn from a relatively small number of classes, such as countries. Others are drawn from a small number of "algorithmic" classes, such as phone numbers. These class labels are quite different from the table's schema labels; the former are drawn from a fixed set, while the latter can be anything the data authors wishes to write. It can be useful for downstream applications if the tables' columns are annotated with their relevant class labels. Note that a column can belong to multiple classes. Interestingly, being able to identify a class label for the subject column proved to be a very effective signal of overall table quality.
• Binary relationships between columns: The relationships between the subject column (say, President) and other columns of the table (say, VicePresident or the more obscure Chief-of-Staff), are often described using complicated text in the source page. These descriptions are often bundled along with general text in the page, and it can be hard to disentangle the column-specific description.
Researchers [19] developed a dictionary of pairwise attributes found in search queries and web text (e.g., Countries and GDP or Coffee Production). They used that dictionary to identify the parts of the surrounding page that likely refer to a specific column, and annotate each column with the resulting text.
Google Tables
The keyword-driven table search application was one that we found exciting from the very start of the WebTables project. The prototype from the initial paper became available to users as Google Tables 2 (now in maintenance mode), an experimental public site for finding tables on the Web. While it was not the killer application that we had hoped, it demonstrated the value of WebTables and paved the way for the follow-up applications at Google.
Google Tables was built on Google's internal scalable search infrastructure. It integrated table-specific ranking signals, including (1) some traditional page ranking information, such as link analysis; (2) detailed information about which portion of each extracted table received the keyword match (such as whether on a cell value, or the table's caption text); and (3) signals derived from the enhanced semantic information. This latter information also enabled semanticspowered query expansion. Tables was used for finding useful tables, but also as the first step in finding data import targets for other Google applications. Google Docs' Explore panel -originally called the Google Research Tool -provides users a convenient way to search for information while they are working on their documents. Users can insert citations, links, and images into the document directly from the tool. Searching for tabular data turned out to be a natural new feature.
Google Docs Integration: Google
From November 2013 to September 2016, table search functionality was integrated into various parts of Google Docs. Compared to users of the Google Tables product, who intentionally came to the table search engine to find relevant data, Google Docs users are typically less familiar with tabular data and may not want to scroll over many results pages to find the data they want. Thus, we are more selective in the search result and apply a higher bar for search quality. We considered only a subset of our table corpus, which is roughly 10% of the table search corpus. We selected those higher-quality tables by applying a few simple rules, such as requiring much higher quality scores, or requiring the presence of both header rows and subject columns.
Fusion Tables Integration
Google Fusion Tables [20] was introduced in June 2009 as a lightweight data management tool for the lay person. Users could upload structured data from spreadsheets or CSV files and see the data easily on maps and other visualizations. In a sense, Fusion Tables complemented WebTables -instead of creating an HTML table on 
Tables in Featured Snippets
The team eventually found two important applications for WebTables in Google's core search application-Tables in Features Snippets described in this subsection and Structured Snippets in the next subsection. While Google Tables  and Fusion Tables demonstrated the potential of WebTables, users of those products were a rather focused group. In contrast, these next applications brought WebTables to billions of users.
Featured Snippets 3 is a special block at the top of the search results page that includes a summary of the answer, extracted from a webpage, and is one of most prominent features in Google's search results. The team noticed user questions could often be best answered by tabular form data, and integrated WebTables into the Search results, launching Tables in Features Snippets in May 2014. The right side of Figure 2 shows an example.
The queries that are most amenable to Tables in Features Snippets (e.g., "literacy rate of Malaysia" in Figure 3 ) typically belong to the longer-tail content that would not be suitable for curation and storage in the Google Knowledge Graph. We return to this point in Section 4.
The integration with Google search raised multiple challenges beyond dedicated Google Tables. First, we needed to identify "fact-seeking" queries where the user could conceivably benefit from a table of data. Second, when a query is fact-seeking, we need to identify the pages that contain relevant tables; when there are multiple such tables, we had to choose which one to highlight in the result page. Finally, we needed to design a UI that is most effective in the very limited space. A challenging task in presenting table search results lies in generating a helpful result summary. Engineers used the keyword hits on the table to automatically choose projections and selections to generate a query-specific snippet for each table result. Figure 3 shows two similar search 
Structured Snippets
While Tables in Features Snippets produced a subset of a  single table and were displayed at the top of the search result page, we discovered another opportunity for using tables within the snippets 4 of the regular search results. Launched in August 2014, Structured Snippets 5 has become one of the main search result snippet features. This was a pleasant surprise in two main aspects. First, we had not envisioned that table data could be used to impact search result snippets, a fundamental feature for search. Second, the feature was powered by vertical tables, a class of tables that were originally considered much less interesting and rich than the horizontal ones. This new application posed new challenges, the primary one being fact quality, i.e., to identify which facts from the vertical table are relevant and interesting to search users. For example, as shown in Figure 5 , for a Kentucky Derby winning horse, the facts breeder will be more interesting than Country. This is in some ways similar to identifying high quality columns of the table, except that the columns and rows are transposed and the signals for identifying interesting facts may come from outside of the table. We leveraged a number of ranking techniques to achieve very high fact quality. We note that since Structured Snippets applied to all the results on the page and did not have to appear as prominently as Tables in Featured Snippets, they appeared much more often.
Richer snippet presentation using "knowledge carousels" constructed from horizontal tables was explored in [12] . Knowledge carousels found a surprisingly powerful application in Figure 5 : Structured Snippets providing long tail structured data as part of Google search result's snippet news, where readers of a news article can easily get access to structured data knowledge that are super-relevant to the content. The main challenge here is to understand the matching between the news article and the structured table. The feature was launched in the Google News Android app in August 2017.
Microsoft Products
At Microsoft, Chakrabarti, et al. [9] described how web tables have been used in their synonym and web tables services. For the synonym service, web tables were used to filter spurious synonyms (if they appear in the same columns) and identify novel synonyms (if they appear in the same rows) [21] . This service is used in Bing Snapp, Ask Cortana, Bing Knowledge API, and Bing synonym API. Verticalspecific search engines on customer websites often use the synonym API to disambiguate keyword searches. The web tables service has been integrated into Excel PowerQuery (in 2013) as a keyword table search feature, where users can search for tables to populate excel sheets through a search interface, and into Bing Search (in 2015), where tables are returned for 2% of search queries with 98% precision.
THE LANDSCAPE OF CONSUMER STRUCTURED DATA
One major change over the past ten years has been the explosion of consumer demand for structured data. Mobile apps, voice assistants, structured "infobox-style" web search results, and other consumer structured data applications were all either nonexistent or in their infancy at the time of the original WebTables paper. Today, they are all very popular and powered by structured data. These diverse consumer applications are powered by an equally diverse range of structured data resources.
In this section we review this landscape and its characteristics with the goal of motivating future opportunities.
We can think of at least four different classes of sources that power consumer structured data applications, ordered roughly from most to least structured:
1. Relational Data with a standard schema, sometimes in stream form, such as weather or stock quotes. These data products have been commercially available for many years. The number of unique topics is fairly small, but the data is of extremely high-quality.
2. Knowledge Graph Data is information that usually has a relational-like schema 6 . Like applications of the relational data mentioned above, the contents of the knowledge graph is maintained with very high levels of accuracy. KGs cover a large range of popular topics either through human curation or automatic extraction. The KG content grows relatively slowly and is often maintained by developers in an "entity-centric" rather than a "schema-centric" manner. Coverage of KGs is highly biased to popular entities, relations and events, resulting in a very sparse graph. Google's Knowledge Graph 7 , YAGO [31] , Microsoft's Satori 8 , and WikiData [33] are all good examples.
3. WebTables offers "long-tail" structured tables found on Web pages online. Unlike most knowledge graphs, the WebTables corpus is curated entirely automatically. As a result, the WebTables corpus can cover far more topics than the products above, including some topics that are quite obscure.
4. Web Documents may not appear structured at all, but many of them have enough detectable structure that they can be used in certain consumer data products. Traditional web search, of course, is the most well-known and popular system. But these "unstructured" texts can sometimes be used in search-driven question answering (such as medical question answering), and in voice assistant use cases. Of course, web documents cover a vast number of topics.
The points in the spectrum above also differ in other ways.
Query access: Relational data generally permits the most expressive queries, enabling full SQL. Knowledge graph and WebTables data can support single-record queries, but due to limited coverage generally cannot provide accurate aggregations. Finally, raw web documents only support NLP questions.
Conforming to integrity constraints: Data systems at the top of the list have comparatively more machinery for checking model compliance than systems at the bottom. A relational database, of course, will not maintain data that violates its schema. Knowledge graphs will enforce attribute types (e.g., that height is an integer), but generally rely on non-technical mechanisms to ensure good modeling (e.g., that people have a height, weight, and birthday) and to avoid missing values. WebTables applies probabilistic methods for 6 It may seem surprising to say that knowledge graph data has a relational schema rather than a graph-oriented data model. It is true that most knowledge graph products do not have a single administrator-designed relational schema, and also true that graph-style measures such as centrality can be well-defined on knowledge graphs. However, in practice, knowledge "graphs" act more like "collections of relational tables with informal schema enforcement": entities tend to exhibit a small number of fixed attributes, and computing graph-style measures is a rare use case. attribute typing, and relies on indirect hints to detect good modeling (such as distribution of rows and columns). Web documents have no real data model at all, apart from being a "high-quality" page.
Diversity of topics:
The diversity of data topics increases as we go down the list of web data resources, perhaps because the costs of building model-compliant data decreases. It is much harder to build a relational database than to type some text into a page.
Objective vs. subjective facts: Web query results carry some amount of implicit responsibility for the facts they present; single-answer systems (such as QA or voice assistants) tend to carry more, while search result pages -filled with links to the original publisher -carry less. In the former case, the search engine is perceived as giving a definite answer, while in the latter, it is just an intermediary between the user and relevant content. Data systems thus require more objective, neutral sources for the most sensitive user applications, but can use potentially-subjective sources for other applications. Applications using relational databases and KGs are engineered to contain primarily objective facts, making them suitable for returning factual answers. In contrast, WebTables and Web documents today are mixtures of objective and subjective information, making them appropriate for a broader range of information needs. It's important to note that whether data is objective vs. subjective is a schema level decision. For example, the attribute cute of an animal would be subjective -there is no ground truth. In contrast, the number of people attending an event (e.g., a presidential inauguration) is an objective fact whose value may or may not be known and could be wrong in a particular database.
To date, knowledge graphs have simply not modeled attributes that are subjective thereby limiting their potential coverage of facts of interest to users quite a bit, but at the time avoiding more urgent and thorny issues.
Factual Accuracy: The accuracy of purely factual claims also generally declines as one goes down the list. One reason is that wider populations of users can contribute to, and edit, the corpora lower in the list, thus opening more room for casual fact-checking or vandalism.
Consumer structured data applications benefit from data resources that are highly-structured, high-coverage, and accurate. More structure means more distinct applications can use the data; more coverage means more user queries can be answered; and more accuracy means users can trust the application results. Applications also need objective input data, so that users do not receive a false sense of confidence about the application. At the same time, the role of subjective data is important to note -users often seek opinions which guide their decisions. Modeling subjective data and its provenance is an exciting direction for future research.
The current landscape of data resources partially fills these needs, but there is lots of room to do better. In the next section we will discuss how researchers can potentially improve these resources, and thereby makes things better for the huge numbers of people now using consumer structured data applications.
FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES
As we discussed, highly-structured resources are often not high-coverage, and high-coverage resources may not be accurate. Improving these resources is a hard challenge and would have a direct positive impact on the huge number of people now using consumer structured data applications.
Unfortunately, the technical path for improving these data resources is arduous. Knowledge graphs are very useful, but because of high standards for factual accuracy, they are generally thought to be extremely expensive to construct and expand their coverage. WebTables offer better coverage, but their unclear objectivity and accuracy means they can only power certain consumer applications. Meanwhile, relational databases and Web documents have the same vices (low coverage for the former; low objectivity and accuracy for the latter), but are far older, better understood, and to our mind offer worse prospects for near-term improvement in their impact on consumer data systems than knowledge graphs or WebTables.
Moreover, there is substantial work still to be done in exploring possible software architectures for consumer data systems, and in pursuing applications for deeper engagement with tables on the Web. In this section, we propose a few exciting directions for continuing these lines of work.
Improving Structured Data Resources
We need structured data resources that have the structure, accuracy, and objectivity of relational databases and KGs, but the coverage (and accompanying cost-effectiveness) of WebTables and web documents.
The WebTables project was a major step in the right direction, by creating a class of data that has web-like cost and coverage properties, but can still be used in some structured applications. Later projects developed signals for detecting extremely high-quality tables. For instance, Biperpedia [19] leveraged an existing ontology to identify high quality web tables whose semantics can be identified. Similar approaches towards identifying high quality tables have used highlystructured corpora [25, 17] . Even so, there is still opportunity to develop better tools for structured extraction [42, 11] , data cleaning [28] , and objectivity-testing [38, 29] .
Another opportunity is to spark a virtuous cycle that encourages users to create and publish data in web documents in a structured form. Projects such as Fusion Tables [20] and Exhibit [23] are structured data authoring tools for end users that provide value-add in the form of visualization and presentation. Similarly, the presence of WebTables in search results that conform to a standard structure bring awareness to millions of potential data authors. Finally, it may be possible to grow "effective coverage" by rethinking how query systems show information lineage to users. The existence of a hyperlink on a search result page is now popularly understood to mean the search engine itself has no control over the link target's content, and has limited responsibility in surfacing the link at all. It may be possible for consumer data applications to use WebTables information more in more cases, if applications communicate that a particular query answer may be subjective or unreliable. Solving this problem effectively will require a combination of expertise in HCI, social science, and data management.
Enabling More Diverse Architectures
Despite the problems we listed above, if you had told us 10 years ago that in 2018 there would be a flourishing system of (1) general-purpose structured data resources and (2) consumer applications that consume those resources, we would have been thrilled! However, we probably would have predicted that the software architecture itself would more closely resemble the open Web. Instead, the data resources and consumer clients (such as structured search and voice assistants) have become tightly integrated and usually under the control of individual organizations.
These monolithic systems -in which the data resources and clients are tied to each other and cannot be easily modified by users or third parties -have some real advantages. It is easier to ensure semantic compatibility between the clients and structured datasets. For example, a voice assistant engineer can know in advance the label that the backing knowledge graph uses for the height attribute. It may also make it easier to hide known data quality or coverage problems, through clever client query rewriting.
However, monolithic architectures also pose clear downsides. It is difficult for individual users to modify the backing data resources, so users cannot easily add idiosyncratic or small-audience datasets. For example, a user might want a voice assistant that can answer questions about her employee's org chart, but today's knowledge graphs do not accept arbitrary contributions from third parties. Publishing the data via WebTables is possible, but WebTables' data quality issues and the fact that their semantics is not fully understood by the agent mean it is challenging to use for voice applications.
Similarly, it is difficult for users to swap out new client software without also swapping the back-end KG or WebTables resources. A startup that specializes in, say, medical question understanding will also need to take on the burden of building the entire data backend.
Building a non-monolithic open consumer data stackin which anyone can contribute a novel dataset and specify the breadth of its possible use, and users can always rely on objective, accurate, high-coverage answers -poses serious technical challenges. Client engineers cannot assume that the data resources will use the clients' preferred attribute names. Objectivity and accuracy checking probably has to be entirely automated, in order to keep up with data contributions from every corner of the internet. Data authors cannot assume they know the query workload in advance, because there will always be novel and specialized clients to service. In many ways, the technical challenges here represent the "cost curve" ones in the section above, but at an extreme scale.
Supporting Human-Scale Use Cases
The growth of popular consumer data applications is an absolutely massive benefit for researchers interested in structured data online, because it enables workload-and metricsdriven technical improvement: percentage of queries answered, percentage of facts correctly recognized as correct, and so on. Many of these applications are not only exciting but were part of the early vision for WebTables and other structured data projects, so it is entirely natural to focus on them. There is lots of opportunity in improving support for consumer data applications, and the database community should seize it.
However, there has also been a thread of this work that focuses on workloads that will never see a billion users or a billion dollars: analysts with limited resources who are trying to solve problems however they can. One of the motivations behind WebTables was to dramatically lower the cost of data discovery and acquisition for domain experts who were familiar with data, but did not have a large company or university to back them. This motivation came to fuller fruition in the form of Fusion Tables, and in Microsoft Excel's PowerBI table search features, which combined WebTables' inexpensive data search with usable and inexpensive analytical tools.
We believe these applications are extremely important and would like to see the database community support individual analysts even more. To a large extent, this work is taking place as part of the broader effort to build tools that support data scientists. That effort could be made even more effective by focusing on the data acquisition toolchain.
